**DIGITAL MULTIMETER**
**MODEL MM-19**
- Measures AC/DC voltage, DC currents, and resistance
- Includes 22” color-coded test leads with pointed tips

**DIGITAL MULTIMETER WITH TRUE RMS**
**MODEL MM-2**
- Measures AC/DC voltage and current along with resistance
- 4000 count digital display gives better resolution

**DIGITAL CLAMP METER WITH TRUE RMS**
**MODEL CM-2**
- Calculates single phase or three phase energy measurements
- Minimum, maximum, and average readings recorded
- Hold functions for data and for range

**DIGITAL CLAMP METER WITH TRUE RMS**
**MODEL CM-2**
- Automatically sets range according to measurement detected

**DIGITAL PEN METER**
**MODEL PM-2**
- Measures DC/AC voltage, resistance, continuity, frequency, and phase rotation
- Audible buzzer to signal continuity

**CURRENT/VOLTAGE SIGNAL GENERATOR**
**MODEL CSG**
- Sources 4 to mA or 0 to 10V signal in 1 mA or 1 volt increments
- Continuous ramp function cycles output at an user selected ramp rate

**ENVIRONMENTAL MULTIFUNCTION METER**
**MODEL EMA2**
- Measures air velocity, air flow, sound, light, temperature, and humidity
- Includes tripod and protective boot

**DIGITAL SOUND METER**
**MODEL SM-100**
- Measures noise levels from 30 to 130 dB at frequency ranges of 31.5 Hz to 8 kHz
- Four digit back lit display refreshes every 0.5 seconds

**REFRIGERANT LEAK DETECTOR**
**MODEL RD-1**
- Detects most common CFC’s, HCFC’s, HFC’s and other halogen based compounds
- Audible and visual indication of concentration

**PORTABLE ULTRASONIC FLOWMETER**
**SERIES PUX2 WITH PSX2**
- Detectors available to fit pipe sizes from 0.5” up to 236”
- Capable of data logging and calculating BTU on a large full color display

**CALIBRATION HAND PUMP**
**SERIES CHP**
- Generates either vacuum or static pressures up to 100 psig or 28.8 in Hg vacuum
- Dual pressure ports eliminate the use of a tee when connecting two instruments

**DIGITAL POCKET TACHOMETER**
**SERIES TAC3**
- Functions as a tachometer, ratemeter, totalizer, counter, and timer
- Accepts remote optical sensor inputs and outputs pulsed voltage signals to connect to remote displays
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**MULTI FUNCTION**

**MOBILE WIRELESS GATEWAY**

**MODEL MUHM-BTG**
- Converts proprietary wireless signals from wireless probes into a Bluetooth SIG, Inc. wireless technology
- Wireless signal range from the probe to the phone is 75 feet (23.5 meters) or greater

**UNIVERSAL HANDHELD BASE INSTRUMENT**

**MODEL UHH**
- Displays and logs temperature, air velocity, volumetric air flow, humidity, or pressure measurements from wired or wireless probes
- View as a gauge, meter, or strip chart graph and store up to 50,000 readings in memory

**UNIVERSAL HANDHELD PROBES / MODULES**

**SERIES AQT1**
- Wired or Wireless probes and modules work with the UHH or with the Mobile Meter™ App
- Available probes include: Thermo-Hygrometer, Hot Wire Thermo-Anemometer, Vane Thermo-Anemometer, and Differential Pressure Module

**DIGITAL POCKET SIZE CARBON MONOXIDE MONITOR**

**MODEL 450A-1**
- Measurement range of 0 to 999 PPM on a back lit LCD
- Maximum reading and audible alarm for concentrations over 25 PPM

**DIGITAL INDOOR AIR QUALITY METER**

**MODEL AQM-28**
- Monitors carbon dioxide, temperature, and humidity simultaneously on back lit display
- Minimum, maximum, and average values are recorded along with having an audible alarm

**DIGITAL SINGE PRESSURE MANOMETER**

**MODEL 776A**
- ±0.5% FS accuracy with range of -20 to 20 m WC
- Electronic zero and engineering unit selection
- Maximum reading and audible alarm for measurement range of 0 to 999 PPM

**DIGITAL DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE MANOMETER**

**MODEL 375**
- ±0.5% FS accuracy with range from 0 to 1 in WC up to 0 to 150 psid
- FM approved intrinsically-safe

**DIGITAL DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE MANOMETER**

**MODEL 377**
- Stores up to 40 readings in internal memory
- Audible and visual overpressure warning along with back lit LCD

**DIGITAL DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE MANOMETER**

**MODEL 477**
- ±0.5% FS accuracy with range of -4 to 4 in WC or -60 to 60 in WC
- Minimum, maximum, and hold functions

**WET/WET DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE MANOMETER**

**MODEL 490**
- ±0.5% FS accuracy with range from 0 to 15 psid up to 0 to 200 psid for gas or liquids
- Available with integral 3-way valve manifold

**DIGITAL THERMOHYGROMETER**

**MODEL 4610-1**
- Monitors humidity, dew point, dry bulb temperature, and wet bulb temperature
- ±2% Accuracy Replaceable Sensor fully recovers from 100% saturation

**DIGITAL THERMOHYGROMETER**

**MODEL 1712-10**
- Integral sensor for monitoring ambient humidity conditions
- Measures temperature, humidity, dew point, wet bulb, and heat index

**HOT WIRE THERMO-ANEMOMETER**

**MODEL 971F**
- Measures air velocity or volumetric airflow with temperature and stores up to 99 readings in memory
- Replaceable sensor probe has insertion markings to assist in taking traverse readings

**DIGITAL THERMOHYGROMETER**

**MODEL 4610-1**
- Monitors humidity, dew point, dry bulb temperature, and wet bulb temperature
- ±2% Accuracy Replaceable Sensor fully recovers from 100% saturation

**DIGITAL POCKET SIZE THERMOCOUPLE THERMOMETER**

**MODEL 712-10**
- ±1% FS accuracy with range of -20 to 20 in WC
- FM approved intrinsically-safe

**DIGITAL POCKET SIZE PRESSURE MANOMETER**

**MODEL 471B-1**
- ±0.5% FS accuracy with range of 0 to 1 in WC up to 0 to 150 psid
- Electronic zero and engineering unit selection

**DIGITAL POCKET SIZE PRESSURE MANOMETER**

**MODEL 490**
- ±0.5% FS accuracy with range from 0 to 15 psid up to 0 to 200 psid for gas or liquids
- Available with integral 3-way valve manifold

**DIGITAL THERMOHYGROMETER**

**MODEL 485B-1**
- Monitors humidity, dew point, dry bulb temperature, and wet bulb temperature
- ±2% Accuracy Replaceable Sensor fully recovers from 100% saturation

**DIGITAL THERMOHYGROMETER**

**MODEL 472A-1**
- Monitors humidity, dew point, dry bulb temperature, and wet bulb temperature
- ±2% Accuracy Replaceable Sensor fully recovers from 100% saturation

**DIGITAL THERMOHYGROMETER**

**MODEL 478A**
- Monitors humidity, dew point, dry bulb temperature, and wet bulb temperature
- ±2% Accuracy Replaceable Sensor fully recovers from 100% saturation

**DIGITAL THERMOHYGROMETER**

**MODEL 476A**
- Monitors humidity, dew point, dry bulb temperature, and wet bulb temperature
- ±2% Accuracy Replaceable Sensor fully recovers from 100% saturation

**DIGITAL THERMOHYGROMETER**

**MODEL 471F**
- Monitors humidity, dew point, dry bulb temperature, and wet bulb temperature
- ±2% Accuracy Replaceable Sensor fully recovers from 100% saturation

**DIGITAL THERMOHYGROMETER**

**MODEL 477**
- Monitors humidity, dew point, dry bulb temperature, and wet bulb temperature
- ±2% Accuracy Replaceable Sensor fully recovers from 100% saturation

**DIGITAL THERMOHYGROMETER**

**MODEL 479A**
- Monitors humidity, dew point, dry bulb temperature, and wet bulb temperature
- ±2% Accuracy Replaceable Sensor fully recovers from 100% saturation
DIGITAL MULTIMETER
MODEL MM-19
- Measures AC/DC voltage, DC currents, and resistance
- Includes 22" color coded test leads with pointed tips

DIGITAL MULTIMETER WITH TRUE RMS
MODEL MM-2
- Measures AC/DC voltage and current along with resistance.
- 4000 count digital display gives better resolution

DIGITAL CLAMP METER WITH TRUE RMS
MODEL CM-3
- Calculates single phase or three phase energy measurements
- Maximum, minimum, and average readings recorded

DIGITAL CLAMP METER WITH TRUE RMS
MODEL CM-2
- Automatically sets range according to measurement detected
- Hold functions for data and for range

DIGITAL PEN METER
MODEL PM-2
- Measures DC/AC voltage, resistance, continuity, frequency, and phase rotation
- Audible buzzer to signal continuity

CURRENT/VOLTAGE SIGNAL GENERATOR
MODEL CSG
- Sources 4 to mA or 0 to 10V signal in 1 mA or 1 volt increments
- Continuous ramp function cycles output at an user selected ramp rate

ENVIRONMENTAL MULTIFUNCTION METER
MODEL EMM-1
- Measures air velocity, air flow, sound, light, temperature, and humidity
- Includes tripod and protective boot

DIGITAL SOUND METER
MODEL SM-100
- Measures noise levels from 30 to 130 dB at frequency ranges of 31.5 Hz to 8 kHz
- Four digit back lit display refreshes every 0.5 seconds

REFRIGERANT LEAK DETECTOR
MODEL RLD1
- Detects most common CFC’s, HCFC’s, HFC’s and other halogen based compounds
- Audible and visual indication of concentration

PORTABLE ULTRASONIC FLOWMETER
SERIES PUX2 WITH PSX2
- Detectors available to fit pipe sizes from 0.5” up to 236”
- Capable of data logging and calculating BTU on a large full color display

CALIBRATION HAND PUMP
SERIES CHP
- Generates either vacuum or static pressures up to 100 psig or 28.8 in Hg vacuum
- Dual pressure ports eliminate the use of a tee when connecting two instruments

DIGITAL POCKET TACHOMETER
SERIES FACP
- Functions as at tachometer, ratemeter, totalizer, counter, and timer
- Accepts remote optical sensor inputs and outputs pulsed voltage signals to connect to remote displays
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